
Anleitung: Herz-Nistkasten und Herz-
Schild mit Serviettentechnik
Instructions No. 1122

Would you like to give birds a warm welcome in your garden? Nothing easier than that! With this cute combination in heart
design, you're sure to quickly find a spring-loaded lodger.

And it's that easy:

How do you design the nesting box in the shape of a heart? 
The nesting box is primed white. For a great shabby effect you can use the wipe technique. Here the brush is used to "wipe"
over the house. Some areas are left out 

Cut the motif of Napkin with silhouette scissors and carefully loosen the top layer of the Napkin-cut. Brush some Napkin
varnish on the wood and place the napkin motif on it. In addition, brush the motif from the inside to the outside with a little
Napkin varnish 

For the entrance hole, the pattern was placed on Napkin with a border motif in the shape of a heart and transferred. The
heart shape is then cut out, the top layer of Napkin is removed and glued over the entrance hole. After the napkin varnish has
dried, the entrance hole is cut free. The napkin motives can be bordered afterwards with white Acrylic-colour. Furthermore, the
accents of the nesting box can be accentuated with a colour mixture of white and Pink . 

How do you design the heart shield?
The hanging band of the heart shield should be removed before processing. Afterwards you can easily prime the shield as
well as an aluminium sheet white. Cut the bird motif from the Napkin so that it covers the upper half of the heart. For the
lower part, cut Napkin with a bow and glue it in the middle starting with Napkin varnish .

For a nice 3D effect cut out the birds, some butterflies and the loop and glue it on the aluminium sheet. Cut out the sheet
according to the motif and emboss it. 

Stick the motifs on the metal sheet onto the decorative sign with the hot glue gun. This will give you the typical 3D effect.
Finally, you thread the hanging tape again and knot it firmly. The decorative heart-shield is finished. 

This idea is timelessly beautiful!

Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let yourself be inspired!



Must Have

Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

696173 VBS Decorative heart shield 1

697156 VBS Nesting box 1

563123-02 Aluminum craft foilSilver/Silver 1

726085 VBS Napkin varnish "Matt"100 ml 1

560085-39 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlOld Pink 1

560085-80 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlWhite 1

VBS Decorative heart shield

2,85 €
 Item

details
Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/vbs-decorative-heart-shield-a71614/


560078-81 VBS Craft paint, 15 mlAntique White 1

120340 VBS Napkin brush/Decoupage brush 1

970373 VBS Handicraft scissors "Pointed" 1

120128 VBS Brush set with soft handle, set of 5 1

133319 Scalpel, approx. 15 cm 1

132749 UHU glue gun LT 110 1

330350 VBS Painting sponges, 3 pieces 1
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